Aldo Luongo Romance Canvas Years Inscribed
ocean galleries welcomes internationally-acclaimed artist ... - style has often been referred to as
“romance on canvas.” central to all of luongo's paintings is the balance central to all of luongo's paintings is
the balance between memory and hope, sorrow and humor, freedom and control. ocean galleries
announces 2017 summer art exhibitions - img - 2017 summer season, featuring the artwork of and
appearances by josef kote, peter max, aldo luongo, romero britto, and hessam abrishami, as well as a special
dr. seuss father’s day weekend exhibition, “if i ran the zoo.” 160artist title product type ed.# retail $
asking price - luongo, aldo pinot noir after work . 47/50 $3,500.00 $1,800.00 luongo, aldo sunset room framed . 32/50 $4,580.00 $2,500.00 manpearl art is one of those for immediate release - publishers
design group - artists martiros, pino, aldo luongo, singer barry manilow, and actress suzanne somers. a vip
reception a vip reception for everyone in attendance will follow at the backstage trattoria italian restaurant,
214 s palm canyon,
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